ART. 57]
EQUATIONS  OF  EQUILIBRIUM.
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56.    If the spiral spring have a great  many turns so that and a are both small, we have when the squares of al3 a are
neglected             Ra - - Aa ( ~ - -} + G (- - -1)
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If there be no couple (? but only a force at each end pulling the spiral out, we deduce from these equations that a = a1} so that the spring occupies a cylinder of the same radius as before the strain.
We also have                   Ra = G-------1,
a
which is independent of the constant of flexure. It appears therefore that the spring resists the pulling out chiefly by its torsion. It is stated by both Saint-Venant and Thomson and Tait, that this result was first obtained by Binet in 1815.
Let I be the length of the spiral spring, h the elongation of its axis produced by the force R; then
I sin a — I sin aa = h. Rejecting as before the squares of ax and a we find that R=0.j-^,
La
This expression determines the force required to produce a given elongation in a given spring of small angle.
57. Equations of Equilibrium. To form the general equations of equilibrium* in three dimensions of a strained rod.
Let P, P' &c. be a series of consecutive points on the central line of the unstrained rod. Let a series of trans verses PK> P'K' &c. be drawn such that the angle of twist TJ is either zero or some arbitrary function of the arc s. Taking the transverse PL perpendicular to PK, let the resolved curvatures about these lines be A! and A^. If these transverses are the principal flexure and torsion axes at each point of the rod they form a convenient
* The general equations of a rod in Cartesian coordinates may be found in the Treatise on Natural Philosophy by Thomson and Tait, 1879. The intrinsic equations, or those referred to moving axes, are given in the Treatise on Statics by Minchin, 1889.
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